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AuthorHouse. Paperback. Condition: New. 1044 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.1in. x 2.5in.The year
was 1939 when a small community near Augusta, Georgia first heard TC utter the riveting phrase,
Keep your elbows resting on the needle. TC, a lumberjack and a rich timber baron made a pack.
They had stepped across each others shadows since young boys one being of enormous wealth the
other having a perfect aim and strength for felling 60 pines and cypress trees. Amidst civil strife, TC
convinced a small contingency of friends to follow him deep into the forest across the rugged Acorn
Trail to grow their own dreams. On an early morning in May 1945 ten covered wagons had reached
the Acorn trail. Having been separated by politics, religion, race and the volatile mixture of love and
revenge, few could ever return as the road home was splattered with the blood and ill deeds many
had left behind. Forty-five years later, they would take an accounting. Some would call them
cowards who high-tailed it. They would offer to drain two manmade lakes slowly. There was
Meeliah, an island girl left along while Clay Albert tended to the lives of a rich Philadelphia family
and...
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This publication is definitely not e ortless to get started on studying but extremely enjoyable to see. I was able to comprehended almost everything using
this created e pdf. I am pleased to let you know that here is the finest publication i have go through in my very own lifestyle and could be he very best pdf
for ever.
-- Pr of . Julia na  La ng osh DV M-- Pr of . Julia na  La ng osh DV M

These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny B er g str om-- Sonny B er g str om
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